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Explicit Goals!

Special Features of Courses 
(Expt. I and Expt II)!
!
Ø Begin with “ABC” labs that develop 

Conceptual understanding, Basic 
quantitative study, and Advanced open-
ended activity. "

Ø Assign homework around reading and 
analyzing the Journal of Young Investigators 
Guide to Scientific Writing. "

Ø Keep number of lab reports low, but expect 
many revised drafts."

"
Ø Expect students to participate as both 

reviewers and authors in the Journal or the 
Advanced Undergraduate Physics 
Laboratory Investigations (JAUPLI)."

Ø  Test understanding of all aspects of an 
experiment (including error analysis) through 
formative quizzes and summative oral 
exams."

"
Ø Capstone experience:  students present an 

assigned experiment during our campus-
wide Student Academic Conference."

Ø Grade lab notebooks, and have students use 
entries in lab notebooks in a later setting 
(such as a quiz or exam)."

Ø  Team taught:  two instructors allow each to 
monitor student learning in a more perceptive 
manner."

"
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Sample!
 
 

Developing Professionalism in a Sophomore-level Experimental Physics Class!
J. Cabanela,  S. Lindaas, A. Shastri, L. Winkler  

Department of Physics, Minnesota State University Moorhead, Moorhead, MN 56563"

Conclusion!

Abstract!
!

• Student experimental set-up figure from a microwave 
interference experiment done in the first semester."

• Typical difficulties with experimental figures:"
Not enough detail;"
Too much detail, or irrelevant detail;"
Manufacturer and part number not included;"
Text does not describe the equipment or how used 
(no caption)."
"
•  Instructors spend a good deal of time 2nd semester 

developing experimental diagram skills.:  formative 
quizzes have students sketch and label their 
experimental diagrams using information in their 
notebooks; explicit grading that takes off for poor 
labelling."

."

Progress:!
Improved communication skills that carry through senior 
year"
Bonding amongst the students and faculty"
Challenges:!

Developing studentsʼ research abilities "

Getting all the goals met in a 4-hour a week lab"
!
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Sophomore-level physics majors  still perceive 
themselves as students in classrooms, rather than 
budding professional scientists.  The sophomore 
year is a critical one for personal growth and 
commitment to the field, and we have found that a 
year-long experimental physics class can be crucial 
to developing the budding physicist.  Our sequence 
develops professionalism through having students 
work in groups, and communicate both orally and in 
writing with peers as well as the faculty.  "

1.  Basic knowledge of experimental and theoretical 
physics. "

2. Skill in the use of mathematical methods in the 
solution of problems. "
"
3. Ability to draw both quantitative and qualitative 
conclusions from data. "
"
4. Skill in the application of the computer to problem 
solving and modeling."
 "
5. Skill in the use of the computer in the laboratory, 
both as part of the instrumentation system and as an 
analytical tool. "
"
6. Ability to communicate scientific ideas and 
reasoning, both in written and oral form."
 "
7. Recognition of the difference between careful and 
careless reasoning, the ability for self-assessment and 
recognition of the need for further information.   "
"
8. Ability to analyze problems and determine the 
fundamental principles involved. "

Sample “ABC” Lab !

Pre-lab Queries (Conceptual lab) "
•  What is a blackbody? Draw the blackbody curve for 

a cool object. "
•   How does the curve change as the object 

temperature increases.? What are the units for 
temperature. "

•  Explain the Stefan-Boltzmann law.  Use an 
introductory physics textbook. "

•  Describe how you might test a power law y=ax7, 
where a is a constant and x and y are measured 
quantities. If you were forced to use linear-linear 
graph paper to make a plot, what would be a good 
method so as to immediately determine whether the 
power law holds? "

•  Given black, white, polished and dull surfaces which 
will emit and which will absorb radiation most 
efficiently? Explain why? [Note: you will test these 
predictions below.] "

 "
 "
Background information"

"The thermal cube and detector are described in 
the PASCO manual:  Thermal Radiation System.  This 
leaflet also gives you some ideas for your 
experiments."
 "
Basic Lab "
• Use the thermal radiation cube and thermal probe to 
test your predictions concerning absorption/emission. 
Modify your thoughts and connect to physics concepts. 
Make sure to make notes in your lab journal. "
• Use the Stefan-Boltzmann lamp and radiation probe 
to verify the inverse square law. "
 "
Advanced Lab"
• Use thermal radiation cube and radiation probe to 
verify the Stefan-Boltzmann law at both low and high 
temperature. "

Stefan-Boltzmann Law !


